
MEERKAT SAFE 

COVID-19 Tracking & Response 

Meerkat Safe allows you to provide your employees with the peace of mind that comes 
from knowing they are safer at work from infectious agents, like COVID-19. 

Should an employees report they have tested positive for a virus, you will be able to 
know quickly where in the facility they have been and which personnel they have 
interreacted with during the incubation period. This will allow you to more efficiently 
notify those affected; notifications can be automated via email, texts, or phone call 
should you desire. The data will also allow for pinpoint sanitizing of affected areas, 
avoiding the costs and time associated with sanitizing the entire facility when it is not 
necessary. 

When distancing requirements are in place, the system allows you to easily set room 
occupancy limits; customize the maximum for each room, based on size or work 
performed. Receive alerts when maximums are reached via email, text, or phone call. If 
desired, you can provide your employees and customers with visual alerts to these 
violations in high-traffic areas. 

Mobile App 

Staff can access Meerkat Safe 
system on the go, instant 
notification capability for all 
alerts 

Artificial Intelligence 

Search system using simple 
language 

Data collected allows 
predictive analysis 

Real-Time Monitoring 

Monito personnel within school 
premises 

Monitor high-value assets within 
school premises 

Physical Security 

Integrate access control & 
cameras 

Alerts for lapses in security 
protocol 

Protect Your Facility From Infectious Agents 



 
    (855)315-3551         info@meerkat-tech.com 

www.meerkat-tech.com 

 

 

 

 

  Data Visualization  Interactive 3D Mapping 

 

 

 

 

 

      Chat BOTs          Integrated Security Solutions 

 

 

 

 

         AI / ML   Edge Computing with IoT 

Connect with us on Social Media 
 

@meerkattechnologies    Meerkat-Tech  
       

@MeerkatTechnol1     @meerkattech 

OUR STORY 

Meerkat Technologies provides real-time asset tracking and safety solutions for today's ever-changing, 
digital world that demands instant feedback. With thousands of hours of research and field testing, 
Meerkat is poised to become one of the leading providers of RTLS (Real-Time Locating Systems) and 
RTS (Real-Time Sensor) solutions across a wide variety of application. Along with tracking assets, our 
solution extends to reading and processing a variety of IoT sensor data in real time; our current 
sensor technologies cover temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, gases, light, and motion.  

Meerkat Technologies has gathered industry experts across the fields of security, education, and 
engineering to provide a wholistic, integrated system that allows our customers to more efficiently 
monitor the safety of their facilities 24/7 from anywhere. We utilize BLE devices with edge computing, 
as well as machine learning and AI to customize a system that can meet the needs of any situation. 
We can audit your current system and make suggestions for upgrades and integrate with most 
modern camera, access control, and alarm systems to provide a single pane of glass for monitoring 
multiple systems.  

Let Meerkat integrate your entire facility—and get the peace of mind that a secure, easy-to-use 
system can provide. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

* Affordable devices with long battery life 

 

* Highly configurable system that can alert for 
specific scenarios defined by each customer 

 

* Capable of alerting using SMS, phone calls, 
emails, audio alarms, & visual/light indicators. 

 

* Uses artificial ingtelligence and machine learning 
to provide critical feedback data in real-time 

 

* Interactive 3D map with integration capabilities 
for cameras, access control, alarms, etc. 


